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Looking Back on a Year of Surprises
As I reflect on the past 12 months, it strikes me that 2016 can best be described as a year of surprises. Coming off 
a strong ending for stocks in 2015, the Dow Jones Industrial Average fell more than 1,000 points during the first 
five days of January, the market’s worst-ever start to a year. Then, just as investors were certain bond yields couldn’t 
possibly go lower, 10-year Treasuries fell from 2.3% to 1.4%. That came around the time of yet another surprise — 
Brexit, in which citizens of the United Kingdom voted to leave the European Union.

And there was more to come. November alone ushered in three major surprises: Donald J. Trump’s highly 
unexpected victory over Hillary Clinton, the subsequent huge stock market rally and, at long last, evidence that bond 
yields were finally moving higher, aided by what was just the second rate hike in 10 years by the Federal Reserve.

So what’s in store for 2017? I suspect we may be in for more of the same. In other words, lots of surprises. A new 
administration in Washington, D.C., is bound to enact (or at least try to pass) a number of new policies. This may lead 
to some unexpected results, keeping the stock and bond markets on edge and potentially increasing volatility. 

The best strategy for most investors in such an environment is the same as always: understand your goals, build a 
diversified portfolio, select your investments very carefully, and — above all — maintain a long-term perspective.

To that end, you’ll get insight into what our global investment team is thinking and how they are positioning 
client portfolios in our two Investment Roundtable discussions. We start with members of our fixed-income and 
macroeconomics team, talking about everything from the economy to what’s happening with bonds and the outlook 
for future rate hikes. 

Then members of our equity panel reveal their thoughts on the overall investment landscape, share specific ideas 
that they find to be compelling and discuss some of the risks to keep an eye on. Importantly, they also make a strong 
case for why international stocks, which have largely taken a backseat to U.S. equities for several years, still belong in 
one’s portfolio. 

As part of a global organization with offices and analysts around the world, our investment team literally has been just 
about everywhere on planet Earth. Since we’re coming up on the winter travel season, we decided to do something 
fun: we asked our team for little-known gems in several travel hot spots. You’ll find that article on page 16.

Finally, our featured author, Tim Harford, encourages you to do something surprising for 2017 — make your life a bit 
messier. He discusses his new book, Messy, which makes a case for embracing disorder to unleash more creativity 
and enjoyment.

In closing, I’d like to thank you for your continued confidence in Capital Group Private Client Services. As a reminder, 
now is a great time to make sure your portfolio is properly positioned for any surprises that may be ahead in the 
coming months. If you haven’t done so already, be sure to make an appointment with your Investment Counselor to 
review your goals and investment plan for the year ahead.

John Armour 
President 
Capital Group Private Client Services

“The best strategy for most investors in such an 
environment is the same as always: understand 
your goals, build a diversified portfolio, select your 
investments very carefully, and — most important of all — 
maintain a long-term perspective.”
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If the election of Donald J. Trump ranks as the most unexpected development 
of 2016, the paradoxical reaction of the financial markets may be a close 
second. After initially recoiling at the notion of a Trump presidency, equities 
bounded higher on the theory that tax cuts and infrastructure spending 
could launch the economy into a decidedly faster gear. Of course, that very 
prospect sent shudders through the bond market, which flinched at the 
thought of resurgent inflation and swelling interest rates. The opening weeks 
of the Trump administration could set the tone for the financial markets this 
year as new U.S. leadership tries to stoke growth at a time of worldwide 
economic and political uncertainty.

DONALD TRUMP’S 
VICTORY ADDED FUEL 
TO A U.S. ECONOMY 
AND STOCK MARKET 
THAT WERE ALREADY 
TRENDING UP.
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Trump’s victory added fuel to a U.S. 
economy and stock market that were 
already trending up. Unemployment 
dipped to a nine-year low while consumer 
confidence powered to a 15-year high, as 
shown in the chart on page 4. Quarterly 
growth ticked up at its strongest pace in 
two years, and corporate earnings began 
to rise again. Trump’s pledge to slash 
taxes, increase fiscal spending and lighten 
regulation sparked a rally in economically 
sensitive sectors that stand to benefit from 
a livelier economy. Bank stocks in particular 
surged on the expectation that rising long-
term interest rates could bolster corporate 
profit margins.

Though it’s too soon to know the precise 
policies that will be enacted, fiscal 
stimulus is likely to accelerate growth 
over the coming year. That could help a 
range of sectors, including materials and 
transportation stocks, as infrastructure 
spending picks up. Likewise, shares of 
retailers, electronics makers and home-
improvement chains could benefit if 
income tax cuts spur increased consumer 
spending.

The unclear direction of interest rates 
may counterbalance fiscal stimulus. 

The most immediate obstacle for the 
economy is tumult in the previously 
unflappable bond market. After 
descending to an all-time low in the 
summer, 10-year Treasury yields jumped at 
the end of 2016 amid fears of inflation and 
a more hawkish Federal Reserve. Though 
rates may rise further this year, they remain 
low by historical standards.

The U.S. could also feel a drag from a spike 
in the dollar, which has gotten a boost from 
expectations of faster growth and rising 
rates. Strength in the greenback dampens 
the outlook for U.S. exporters, whose 
products have become more expensive 
abroad. At the same time, overseas 
earnings are worth less when converted 
to U.S. currency. 

Europe will have to grapple with 
deepening political fractiousness.

The challenges facing Europe were 
underscored by Italy’s failed referendum in 
December, when voters rejected a 
government-backed constitutional 
overhaul aimed at streamlining 
bureaucracy. Coming only a few months 
after British voters opted to decouple from 

the European Union, the outcome 
demonstrated the tide of anti-
establishment fervor that is sweeping the 
Continent. It also raised the political stakes 
in France, Germany and the Netherlands, 
all of which will hold major elections 
this year.

A group of Capital Group economists 
and political analysts recently met with 
senior European policymakers in Brussels 
to assess the outlook. These meetings 
showed that eurozone members remain 
committed to the economic bloc and 
will probably try to pursue new reforms 
aimed at improving growth. Despite the 
upheaval, the eurozone is expected to 
grow about 1.5% this year. However, these 
analysts believe the recovery is especially 
vulnerable to shocks, including upcoming 
negotiations over Brexit. 

Policymakers in Europe and elsewhere are 
confronting growing doubts about whether 
the aggressive monetary policies deployed 
in recent years will ever be able to spur 
sufficient growth. The European Central 
Bank extended its quantitative easing 
program through the end of this year but 
trimmed the pace of asset purchases — a 
tacit acknowledgment that policies such as 
negative interest rates may be doing more 
harm than good. 

Similar questions are percolating in Japan, 
where extreme stimulus measures have 
been unsuccessful in shaking off the 
country’s subpar growth. Japan’s central 
bank backed off its easing-at-all-costs 
strategy amid fears that it was hurting 
banks and undermining its goals. Japanese 
stocks rallied in the fourth quarter as 
weakness in the yen versus the dollar 
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STOCK MARKET INDEX RETURNS

Sources: MSCI World (Net) Index (Global Stocks); S&P 500 Index (U.S. Stocks); MSCI EAFE (Net) Index 
(International Stocks); MSCI Emerging Markets IMI (Net) Index (Emerging Markets). Index results are 
presented in US$ unless otherwise noted. As of December 31, 2016.
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boosted the prospects of Japan’s all-
important export sector, although returns 
were flat in dollar terms.

Growth steadied in China, but long-term 
questions remain.

In China, the central bank’s easy-money 
policies, combined with high levels of 
government infrastructure spending, 
helped to ease concerns about economic 
softness that had persisted for much of 
the year. Fresh worries, however, have 
arisen over potential asset bubbles — 
particularly in the housing market — and a 
reacceleration of capital flight caused by a 
weakening of the yuan.

In the real estate market, frenzied buying 
that drove up home prices in urban centers 
has spread to less developed cities. This 
activity has been paced by heavy leverage 
among Chinese households, raising 
fears that the same sort of debt-fueled 
investment bubble that hit China’s stock 
market two years ago is now casting a 
shadow over housing. 

China is also facing renewed concerns 
about capital outflows. The softening of 
the yuan has caused money to leave the 
Asian nation despite government-imposed 
capital controls. Partly in response, Chinese 
leaders have recently turned their focus 
from tackling long-range economic ills 
such as industrial overcapacity to ensuring 
short-term economic and financial stability. 

As always, our investment team remains 
focused on finding companies that are 
positioned to do well regardless of 
economic circumstances. In particular, 
they have sought businesses with long-

term tailwinds such as well-known brands, 
proven customer loyalty and high barriers 
to entry. 

One area of interest has been companies 
that are cementing their market positions 
through mergers with competitors. This 
trend has occurred among insurers, 
luggage makers, oil pipeline companies 
and certain parts of the financial services 
industry. Business combinations allow 
corporations to boost efficiency and 
enhance product distribution.

Portfolio managers have also sought 
to take advantage of opportunities 
among companies that are undergoing 
turnarounds or industries with strong 
prospects that have temporarily fallen 
out of favor. For example, the health 
care sector weakened in 2016 after 
several years of strong returns. But the 
outlook remains promising as companies 
make progress in developing cutting-
edge treatments for a range of medical 
conditions.

The specter of stronger growth has 
provoked bond market anxiety. 

The flip side of the year-end rally in stocks 
was the sharp pullback in fixed income. 
The benchmark 10-year Treasury note 
finished the year at 2.45%, up from 2.27% 
a year ago. The yield had been turning 
up since early July but surged after the 
election amid predictions of looser fiscal 
policy and rising inflationary pressures.

Despite the intensity of the sell-off, it’s 
important to remember that the bond 
market has undergone several bouts of 
fierce selling in recent years, including 

the so-called taper tantrum in 2013. But 
volatility subsided each time as it became 
clear that underlying economic conditions 
had not shifted significantly. Our fixed-
income team believes that rates may 
continue to edge up in the coming year 
but that the pace will be gradual and that 
higher yields will ultimately benefit client 
portfolios. On a macro level, yields are 
expected to be constrained by lingering 
economic uncertainty, including the risk of 
a trade war or geopolitical shock. Higher 
interest rates themselves could cool 
growth — for example, by weighing on the 
housing market.

As with most areas of fixed income, 
municipal bonds were swept up in the sell-
off. The pressure stemmed partially from 
concerns that Trump’s call for personal 
income tax cuts could diminish some of 
the appeal of municipals. However, these 
concerns seem overdone and the tax 
advantages of municipals remain extremely 
compelling for high-net-worth investors.

There was also fear that increased 
infrastructure spending could lead to 
an oversupply of municipal bonds. But 
Trump’s plan to funnel $100 billion 
more a year into infrastructure is unlikely 
to materialize. After all, the federal 
government spent only $119 billion on 
non-residential construction over the past 
year. Aside from the political challenges 
of nearly doubling spending, it would be 
extremely difficult to push through a huge 
number of new projects, find sufficient 
workers and coordinate with local and 
state governments.

Over the past year, our fixed-income team 
reduced “duration,” or the vulnerability 
of bond portfolios to rate increases. That 
helped to limit the downside effect as 
yields jumped at the end of the year. 
Looking forward, the rise in interest rates 
has provided an opportunity to acquire 
securities with higher yields that have 
the potential to boost returns in coming 
years. Active portfolio management allows 
managers to take advantage of temporary 
market distortions to pick up compelling 
long-term values.

In most cases, bonds should remain an 
essential component of investor portfolios. 
Despite their own periodic setbacks, they 
can provide a cushion against episodes of 
volatility in the equity market. g
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BY MATT MILLER 
Capital Group Political Analyst 

Many high-profile issues will command 
center stage in the opening months of the 
Trump administration, including tax reform, 
immigration, Obamacare and trade. 
Here are some early thoughts on how the 
latter two may play out, as well as a few 
observations on key below-the-surface 
issues that bear watching.

Obamacare is likely to be altered rather 
than dismantled.

Though candidate Donald Trump 
excoriated the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 
throughout his campaign, he is likely to 
modify rather than expunge President 
Obama’s signature health care initiative. 
It would be politically untenable to simply 
pull the rug out from under the 20 million 
Americans who’ve gained some form 
of coverage. The president is likely to 
pursue a less expensive version with fewer 
regulatory mandates but seek to maintain 
popular provisions such as coverage 
of pre-existing conditions and some 
form of subsidies to help lower-income 
Americans buy basic plans. Thus, instead 
of the “repeal and replace” rallying cry 

taken up by Obamacare opponents, the 
strategy will probably be closer to “repeal 
and rebrand.”

Only 51 Senate votes are needed for 
repeal, so I expect that may come early 
this year. It wouldn’t take effect right away 
because two or more years may be needed 
for a successor option to be negotiated. 
The key to remember is that any plan to 
replace the ACA would need 60 votes to 
pass the Senate. In other words, the new 
administration will need some level of 
bipartisan agreement to move forward. 

Trump will use the presidential bully 
pulpit to influence trade.

There may have been no larger theme 
in Trump’s campaign than his pledge to 
preserve American manufacturing jobs, 
even if it means slapping tariffs on the 
products of U.S. companies that relocate 
operations overseas. Federal law prohibits 
the imposition of tariffs on individual 
companies. But Trump will likely continue 
to publicly cajole companies mulling 
relocation as a low-cost way of signaling 
that he’s on the case. This strategy 
yielded early results and positive polling 
numbers for Trump when air-conditioning 
manufacturer Carrier reversed course and 

promised to keep a portion of the jobs 
in Indiana that it had planned to move to 
Mexico. 

Key trends are certain to play out below 
the surface.

Beyond specific issues, behind-the-scenes 
dynamics are likely to have a profound 
impact on Trump’s  presidency. One 
question is whether his unconventional 
style will play with establishment 
Republicans. Trump and the Republican-
controlled Congress have a rare, even 
historic, chance to effect major changes 
in tax, spending and other policies. This 
opportunity may last through Trump’s 
entire four-year term. Given that many 
senators up for re-election in 2018 are 
Democrats from states that Trump won, 
there is little chance that Republicans will 
lose their majority in the next four years. 
However, this depends on Republican 
legislators and the new administration 
getting along. 

So what are some of the bigger risks that 
could derail Trump in his first year? I see 
three potential tripwires. First, intense 
media scrutiny could take a toll over 
time. Second, the president is sure to 
face unexpected challenges from Russia, 
China and the Middle East that will test the 
public perception of him as commander 
in chief. Finally, his own impulse control 
could be a recurring issue. In a world 
where presidential utterances can rattle 
financial markets, Trump may learn the 
true impact of ill-conceived comments. 
If past Republican and Democratic 
administrations have proved anything over 
the years, it’s that even the best-laid plans 
can be undermined by unexpected crises 
or strategic missteps. g

MANY HIGH-PROFILE 
ISSUES WILL COMMAND 
CENTER STAGE IN THE 
OPENING MONTHS OF THE 
TRUMP ADMINISTRATION, 
INCLUDING TAX 
REFORM, IMMIGRATION, 
OBAMACARE AND TRADE.

H H H H H H H

H H H H H H H
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After nearly three decades of relative calm in the fixed-income markets, bond 
volatility may be back. The Federal Reserve enacted its second rate hike in 10 
years in December, bringing its target to a still-low range of 0.50% to 0.75%. 
Even before that, rates had begun to move higher on fears of the potential 
inflationary ramifications of President Trump’s expected economic agenda. 

Despite this uncertainty, our fixed-income and macroeconomic professionals 
insist that bonds remain an important component of diversified portfolios. But 
they caution that selectivity and experience in navigating ever-changing markets 
are essential moving forward.

Taking part in this year’s Roundtable discussion were Capital Group fixed-income 
portfolio managers Aaron Applebaum, Mark Marinella, John Queen and Tara 
Torrens, along with economist Jared Franz and Michelle Black, head of our 
Wealth Advisory Group.

Pictured above, from left to right: 
Aaron Applebaum, Jared Franz, 
John Queen, Tara Torrens, Mark 
Marinella and Michelle Black

WINTER 2017    FIXED-INCOME ROUNDTABLE
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Jared, how does the U.S. economy look 
from your perspective?

Jared Franz:  I’m in the camp that we’ll 
continue to see cyclical improvement 
in 2017. We’re at full employment, and 
wages are rising. Near-term recession 
risks seem low, particularly based on 
historical trends. To the extent that 
President Trump gets some of the 
stimulus measures he wants, that could 
add 2 percentage points to growth, 
although I think that’s high when partial 
offsets are considered. It’s likely we’re 
moving toward an economy with around 
2.8% growth in 2017 versus 1.9% in 2016. 

What are the biggest risks?

Franz:  To me, it’s still China. The country’s 
debt continues to accumulate, and that 
could add to further strengthening of 
the U.S. dollar. I also worry that a huge 
infrastructure package combined with 
massive tax cuts could cause inflation to 
heat up faster than expected.  

Bond yields began to rise meaningfully 
after the election, even before the 
Federal Reserve enacted its hike in 
December. This was partially based on 
inflationary fears. John, what are your 
thoughts?

John Queen:  Actually, we’ve seen higher 
volatility in the bond market several times 
over the past few years. It happened in 
2015 and during the taper tantrum in 
2013. But the question is whether this 
is the beginning of a more sustained 
normalization where you could ultimately 
see 10-year Treasury yields go up to 4% 
or 5% from around 2.5% today. 

Is it?

Queen:  That’s still an open question. If 
you look at what caused rates to increase, 
it was a combination of good economic 
numbers and inflation expectations, 
given some of President Trump’s planned 
policies. Tax cuts and infrastructure 
spending both could be inflationary, 
particularly in an environment where 
we already have full employment and 
are nearing the Fed’s target inflation 
numbers. It’s one of the reasons the 
Fed cited for not only raising rates but 
implying there could be three more hikes 
this year.

Do you anticipate that will happen?

Queen:  I expect the Fed to be less 
aggressive than indicated, which is 
consistent with the pattern we’ve seen 
in recent years. The Fed is concerned 
about global growth, the impact of a 
stronger dollar on the U.S. economy, the 
sustainability of inflation and the long-
term impact of the 2008 financial crisis. I 
do think we’ll see more than one hike this 
year, but what’s fascinating is that chair 
Janet Yellen seems to be conveying a 
less dovish view than before [a position 
that favors low rates in order to help the 
economy grow]. We’ll have to watch the 
Fed’s rhetoric from here very closely. 

Mark Marinella:  
I agree that 
anticipating at least 
two hikes this year 
is very reasonable. 
Could it be more? 
That depends on what 
kind of fiscal stimulus 
gets enacted. There 
is still fragility in the economy left over 
from the financial crisis, and that puts a 
bit of a cap on how aggressive the Fed 
can be. For instance, while wages are up, 
labor force participation is still quite low. 
Mortgage rates have jumped about 1% 
from the bottom, and that could impact 
whether people buy homes. If the Fed 
were to get more aggressive, it could 
slow an already fragile economy. The Fed 
knows that. 

The housing market by and large has 
been strong in recent years, driven 
partly by historically low mortgage 
rates. Are you worried about a 
slowdown?

Aaron Applebaum:  Trump’s election in 
many ways was a reflection of our two-
toned economy. 
Housing in a lot of 
metro and urban 
areas has done well 
because employment 
and wages have been 
strong. I think those 
markets may continue 
to be okay, even 
with higher rates. But places that have 
lagged on employment and wages could 
be hurt further by rising rates because 
affordability was already an issue.

“IT’S LIKELY WE’RE MOVING TOWARD AN ECONOMY 
WITH AROUND 2.8% GROWTH IN 2017 VERSUS 1.9% 
IN 2016.”
JARED FRANZ 
Capital Group Economist

“THERE WILL CLEARLY BE WINNERS AND LOSERS, BUT 
THAT’S WHERE HAVING A GLOBAL RESEARCH TEAM TO 
DO IN-DEPTH FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS COMES IN.” 
TARA TORRENS 
Fixed-Income Portfolio Manager and Analyst
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How would you rate Fed chair Janet 
Yellen’s performance at this point? 

Marinella:  That’s hard to answer. Yellen 
and her fellow board members have been 
effective enough to keep the system from 
crumbling, but not perfect by any means. 
If I had to give Yellen a grade to this point, 
I’d probably give her a “B.”

The municipal market seemed to be hit 
particularly hard by the rise in rates. Is 
there reason for concern?

Applebaum:  This is the fourth time since 
2008 that we’ve had a meaningful back-
up in municipal rates, and each one has 
been a buying opportunity. The municipal 
market is particularly sensitive to flows, 
and we saw investors step back a bit after 
the election as they digested the potential 
impact of a Trump presidency. 

The high-yield market was remarkably 
strong by comparison. Tara, that’s your 
area of expertise.

Tara Torrens:  In many ways, 2016 was 
a mirror image of 2015 for the high-
yield market. It was strong for a couple 
of reasons. The first is that you saw a 

rebound in commodities, which are well 
represented in the taxable high-yield 
space. Whether it’s metals and mining 
or some of the energy names, valuations 
had priced in so much distress that once 
you saw stabilization in the underlying 
commodities, it sparked a big rally. In 
addition, moderate GDP growth is very 
good for the high-yield market. Plus, there 
has been a general reach for yield around 
the globe.

Many pundits have come out since 
rates began to rise and stated that the 
30-year bull market in bonds is over. Do 

you agree?

Applebaum:  It’s 
too early to tell. The 
more important 
question is whether 
we’re in a new 
paradigm, and we 
won’t know that for 
another six to nine 

months. Absent some significant fiscal 
stimulus, it is likely rates will remain low, 
given global growth trends. 

If rates do keep rising, does it still make 
sense for certain investors to hold 
bonds?

Queen:  Absolutely. You really need to 
step back and remember why you hold 
bonds in the first place, which is to help 
hedge equity volatility and give you a 
smoother investment ride. Regardless 
of what happens with rates, bonds will 
continue to play that role. 

Marinella:  That’s a critical point. The role 
of fixed income in a diversified portfolio 
doesn’t change because rates might rise. 
Bonds can serve as a portfolio anchor, and 
they have historically done very well when 
equity markets 
have corrected. 
Bonds also tend to 
provide income, 
and as rates rise we 
are able to reinvest 
at higher rates. It’s 
interesting because 
when bonds pull 
back even slightly, people get nervous 
and start to talk about selling. I’d suggest 
reframing this a bit: If the equity market 
were to correct, would you sell all of your 
stocks? Of course not. We know over 

the long run that would be a very bad 
idea, and the same is true with bonds. 
Fixed-income securities play precisely 
the same role today as they always have, 
notwithstanding where rates may be 
headed.

But given the changing rate 
environment, have you altered your 
recommended allocation to bonds when 
constructing client portfolios?

Michelle Black:  In general, no. Our 
long-term planning assumptions have 
suggested for some time that fixed- 
income returns will be muted given the 
expected rise in rates. We periodically 
review client portfolios to assess whether 
changes need to be made in order to help 
reach one’s financial goals. But a lower 
outlook for bond returns in itself is not 
necessarily a reason to decrease one’s 
fixed-income exposure. Our view, as John 
pointed out, is that a diversified portfolio 
of quality bonds historically has been 
the best insurance against equity market 
declines. That doesn’t change based on 
what’s happening with rates. 
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“THERE IS STILL FRAGILITY IN THE ECONOMY LEFT OVER 
FROM THE FINANCIAL CRISIS, AND THAT PUTS A BIT OF 
A CAP ON HOW AGGRESSIVE THE FED CAN BE.“
MARK MARINELLA 
Fixed-Income Portfolio Manager

“THIS IS THE FOURTH TIME SINCE 2008 THAT WE’VE 
HAD A MEANINGFUL BACK-UP IN MUNICIPAL RATES, 
AND EACH ONE HAS BEEN A BUYING OPPORTUNITY.”
AARON APPLEBAUM 
Fixed-Income Portfolio Manager



What are the advantages of having an 
actively managed bond portfolio versus 
buying individual securities or even 
owning a broad index? 

Torrens:  I would argue that indexing or 
trying to negotiate your own individual 
bond trades is likely to result in inferior 
results. We have a large team of skilled 
traders focused on getting the best 
execution for our clients. Effective trading 
alone can add material value, particularly 
in the high-yield market. 

Applebaum:  That’s also true in the 
municipal market. On any given day, 
significant trading opportunities 
appear, which can add incrementally 
to active returns over time. Having a 
high degree of diversification within our 
actively managed portfolios also helps 
to significantly reduce credit risk and 
provides more ready liquidity.

John, how are you positioning taxable 
portfolios going into 2017?

Queen:  We’ve been targeting parts of 
the yield curve that we think are more 
attractively priced. Currently, that’s on 
the shorter end — around two years — 
where expectations for a rate rise are 
already baked in. We also continue to 
think that Treasury Inflation-Protected 
Securities, or TIPS, can add real value to 
portfolios, particularly as the economy 
balances the prospects of fiscal stimulus 
and inflationary pressures. Mortgages are 
becoming more interesting as rates back 
up. We also continue to like asset and 
commercial mortgage-backed securities. 
That said, we will need to carefully watch 
and actively manage portfolio exposures 
as the year progresses.

What interests you on the municipal 
side, Aaron?

Applebaum:  In the context of 
intermediate municipal portfolios, we’re 
focused on the one- to 10-year part of 
the curve. We continue to find interesting 
ways to capture yield without taking 
significant credit or interest rate risk. One 
example is through what are known as 
planned amortization class mortgage-
backed securities, which typically come 
with government guarantees. We also 
still heavily favor revenue over general 
obligation securities, such as tax-
assessment, water and sewer bonds.

If tax rates fall as expected this year, 
will that decrease the attractiveness of 
municipal bonds?

Marinella:  Tax policy is always changing, 
and each time we see a similar reaction. 
But over longer time periods, there has 
been very little correlation between 
municipal performance and tax rates. 

Applebaum:  Interestingly, we may see a 
bigger reaction if corporate tax rates fall, 
since many corporations buy tax-exempt 
securities for the same reason individuals 
do. But that risk is more likely to play out 
on the longer end of the curve.

Queen:  It’s also 
worth noting that with 
effective research 
it’s possible to find 
municipal securities 
with yields similar to 
taxable bonds. So 
even with lower tax 
rates, you’re still often better off 
owning munis.

What attracts you in high yield, Tara?

Torrens:  We’ve been spending a lot of 
time on health care and pharmaceutical 
bonds. With these industries in the 
headlines a lot lately, it has created some 
significant spread widening. We are being 
very selective because there will clearly 
be winners and losers, but that’s where 
having a global research team to do in-
depth fundamental analysis comes in. 

Marinella:  To that end, we’re in a 
time where many things are or may be 
changing. We have a new presidential 
administration with different policies, 
interest rates are trending higher, 
and the Fed is less dovish. All of that 
will create continued volatility in the 
market. Therefore 
it’s important to 
maintain a long-term 
perspective and not 
dwell on the news of 
the day. 

Queen:  It also makes 
active management all 
the more important. As volatility increases, 
you need a careful eye and in-depth 
analysis to sort out the opportunities 
and risks in the markets, especially as 
fundamentals shift. g

“TAKE A STEP BACK AND REMEMBER WHY YOU HOLD 
BONDS, WHICH IS TO HELP HEDGE EQUITY VOLATILITY 
AND GIVE YOU A SMOOTHER INVESTMENT RIDE.”
JOHN QUEEN 
Fixed-Income Portfolio Manager

“A LOWER OUTLOOK FOR BOND RETURNS IN ITSELF 
IS NOT NECESSARILY A REASON TO DECREASE ONE’S 
FIXED-INCOME EXPOSURE.“
MICHELLE BLACK 
Head of Wealth Advisory
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Stocks have made impressive gains in the years following the 
financial crisis, with the U.S. leading the way. But the tide may 
soon turn. International valuations look increasingly attractive by 
comparison, and many of the factors that have held these markets 
back appear to be abating. 

For more on the outlook for equities in 2017, we sat down with 
several members of the Capital Group Private Client Services equity 
team. Taking part in the discussion were portfolio managers Gerald 
Du Manoir, Cheryl Frank, Greg Fuss, Will Robbins and Steve Watson; 
research portfolio coordinator Jan Inscho; and Capital Group 
European retail analyst Najah Abouelafia.
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Pictured above, from left to right: 
Cheryl Frank, Steve Watson,  
Gerald Du Manoir, Greg Fuss, 
Najah Abouelafia, Jan Inscho 
and Will Robbins
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Will, U.S. stocks had a good year in 
2016, particularly following the 
election. How does the market look 
to you now?

Will Robbins:  Prior to the election, 
stocks in the U.S. followed the expected 
pattern of moving along with reported 
earnings. But once Trump was elected, 
valuations moved up largely based on 
expectations of corporate tax reform 
and the positive impact that could have 
on future profits. If corporate taxes go 

from the current 35% rate down to 20%, 
that could provide an immediate 
positive and significant boost to net 
margins. It’s very clear this won’t be 
symmetrical, and some companies will 
benefit more than others. But even 
without tax reform, I expect earnings 
growth in the high-single-digit range 
for 2017. That gives me reason to be 
somewhat optimistic about the U.S. 
market. 

International equities have struggled 
by comparison. Steve, why is that, and 
what are your expectations going into 
2017?

Steve Watson:  This tension between 
U.S. and international 
returns is a recurring 
feature of global 
stock markets. We 
see the leadership 
baton get passed 
back and forth. The 
U.S. market has led 
the rest of the world 
for about seven years now, to the tune 
of 90 percentage points of cumulative 
excess return. That’s a big number. 
Today we have the U.S. market selling at 
2.9 times book value versus its long-
term average of 2.2. By contrast, the rest 
of the world sells at a significant 
discount to long-term price-to-book.

Why the huge disparity?

Watson:  The U.S. recovered relatively 
well from the Great Recession of 2009, 
and the headlines in many other 
markets have been terrible. Europe 
faces financial difficulties, China has its 
issues, the emerging world has 
struggled with growth and governance, 
and Abenomics has had only fitful 
success in Japan. The question for 
global investors is whether the tide will 
turn and, if so, when. I do believe that 
valuation will win out 
and the baton will 
eventually be 
passed from the U.S. 
to the rest of 
the world. 

When might that 
be? Valuations 
have been more 
attractive outside the U.S. for some 
time now. 
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“I THINK EMERGING MARKETS AS A WHOLE 
WILL CONTINUE TO EXHIBIT STRONGER 
GROWTH THAN THE DEVELOPED WORLD.”
JAN INSCHO 
Research Portfolio Coordinator

“I FEEL THAT CHINA HAS A NUMBER OF 
LEVERS IT CAN PULL AND EXPECT THAT IT WILL 
CONTINUE TO GET ON STEADIER FOOTING.”
STEVE WATSON 
Equity Portfolio Manager



Gerald Du Manoir:  There is a 
misconception that global investing is 
about regional allocation. That’s not 
how we invest. We invest one company 
at a time, regardless of where it might 
be based. Many of these companies do 
business all over the world, so you have 
to factor that in. I agree with Steve that 
the main reason the U.S. has done 
better is because it has been a country 
of great innovation since the financial 
crisis, helping to fuel the recovery. But if 
you consider the lag time before 
monetary stimuli begin to feed into the 
system, you could argue that Europe 
and Japan look pretty well positioned 
relative to the U.S. today.

Jan Inscho:  Another big factor has 
been currency. Until we began to see 
weakness in commodities and strength 
in the dollar, emerging markets were 
actually the best-performing asset class 
last year, despite the currency 
headwind. I think emerging markets as a 
whole will continue to exhibit stronger 
growth than the developed world. 

One of the most prominent emerging 
markets is China. Steve, you’re based 
in Hong Kong. Are you finding any 
compelling investments there?

Watson:  There is a lot of uncertainty in 
China today. The country relies too 
heavily on infrastructure development 
and credit expansion. It’s true that the 
economy is growing better now, but the 
quality of growth isn’t great. Having said 
that, I feel that China has a number of 
levers it can pull and expect that it will 
continue to get on steadier footing. The 

consumer and 
service economies 
are both growing 
nicely at around 
10%, and there’s 
more that can be 
done. A reform of 
state-owned 
enterprises is 
coming, and the 

government seems to be backing off on 
its anticorruption campaign, which has 
held the economy back for the past 
three years. 

Gerald, you mentioned Europe, where 
you spend a lot of your time. Europe 
came back into the headlines after the 
surprise Brexit vote last year. How is 
the economy faring?

Du Manoir:  Clearly, the risk premium 
on equities suggests that people are still 
worried about Europe. I think investor 
concerns fall into three buckets. First, 
Europe needs to come up with a 
common policy to address its structural 
problems across the fiscal spectrum, 
from labor laws to 
the treatment of 
pension liabilities. 
Second is Brexit 
and the uncertainty 
of future electoral 
outcomes. You 
have three big 
elections this year, 
in France, Holland and Germany. Third 
is the issue of the banking system, which 
the U.S. dealt with in a clear-cut, 
aggressive way. Europe has taken a 
more gradual approach. If Europe gets 
these hurdles behind it, you could see a 
favorable reaction in the stock market.

Steve, how are you feeling about the 
equity market overall right now?

Watson:  No doubt, there’s a lot of 
uncertainty around the world, but that’s 
not necessarily a bad thing from an 
investment standpoint. Markets 
famously climb a wall of worry. More 
importantly, Capital Group analysts 
scour the globe looking for companies 
with good businesses, the values of 
which are not fully reflected in their 
share prices. We’re definitely finding 
plenty of them right now.

Robbins:  I doubt any of us would be 
willing to bet a cup of coffee on where 
the market will be 12 months from now, 
but there are plenty of companies we’re 
all really enthusiastic about. 

Du Manoir:  I’m pretty excited about 
the level of discovery around the world, 
both in terms of new business models 
and evolving technologies. You’ve seen 
fantastic Internet businesses created in 
the span of 12 years in both the U.S. and 
China, and amazing things are 
happening in biotechnology. The 
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“IF CORPORATE TAXES GO FROM THE CURRENT 35% 
RATE DOWN TO 20%, THAT COULD PROVIDE AN 
IMMEDIATE POSITIVE AND SIGNIFICANT BOOST TO 
NET MARGINS.”
WILL ROBBINS 
Principal Investment Officer and Equity Portfolio Manager

“I’M PRETTY EXCITED ABOUT THE LEVEL OF 
DISCOVERY AROUND THE WORLD, BOTH IN TERMS 
OF NEW BUSINESS MODELS AND EVOLVING 
TECHNOLOGIES.” 
GERALD DU MANOIR 
Equity Portfolio Manager



difficulty is determining the correct 
value to place on these new discoveries, 
which is where we add value.

What is your view of overall market 
valuations? After all, the bull run is 
about to celebrate its eighth 
anniversary. 

Cheryl Frank:  I think valuations in the 
U.S. are pretty high. The S&P 500 trades 
at a price-earnings ratio of 17.6 times 
earnings for the next 12 months. That’s 
higher than it has been for the past 10 
years. The last time it went beyond this 
was during the tech bubble. We’ve also 
been in a period of low rates, which has 
supported higher valuations. But now 
rates are moving higher. 

Greg Fuss:  I’d agree that the market is 
a bit on the expensive side. But beneath 
the surface there’s a lot going on. 
Capital Group analysts have their eye on 
many innovative companies that have 
gone out of favor and are selling for 
much less than the market overall.

To that end, most flows into stock 
funds over the past year went directly 
into index funds. And we’ve seen 
numerous media reports suggesting 
that investors could save a lot of 
trouble by just indexing their 
portfolios. 

Fuss:  Keep in mind that the financial 
press often targets those individuals 
who invest on their own, and 
recommending index funds is the 
popular thing to do now. However, it’s 
our belief and experience that, over 
time, deep fundamental research helps 
to identify companies that can create 
superior long-term returns. Our track 
record demonstrates it can be done. 
The other part that really fascinates me 
is that index funds effectively buy the 
most expensive stocks in the largest 
quantity. Since most indexes are 
weighted by market capitalization, the 
more a stock goes up, the bigger a 
position it gets. In other words, you 
keep paying higher prices, while more 
attractively valued companies get a 
smaller percentage. The very 
construction of index funds seems to 
work against you over time. 

It’s early on, but the Trump 
administration has put forward a 
number of initial proposals to help 
drive economic growth. Does that 
factor into your investment thinking?

Fuss:  There is a high likelihood we’ll 
see some kind of tax reform. On the 
individual side, it’s relatively easy to 
imagine that rates will come down. 
What’s less clear is what deductions 
might go away. When individuals have 
more money in their pockets, they tend 
to spend it. From an investment 
standpoint, that could be interesting for 
certain retailers, 
particularly those 
that cater to 
discretionary 
purchases. 

What about the 
massive 
infrastructure 
spending that has 
been proposed?

Fuss:  During the campaign, they 
discussed a potential $100 billion 
annual spend. Our research shows that’s 
highly unlikely to materialize, largely 
because to spend that much, you’d 
need massive armies of construction 
workers to build everything from 
roads to hospitals. It would be nearly 
impossible to find all those people 
right now.

Du Manoir:  The largest beneficiaries of 
an infrastructure bill would likely be 
companies based outside the U.S. The 
biggest builder of roads, for instance, is 
a French company. It still employs a 
massive number of Americans, but it is 
headquartered outside the U.S. That’s 
part of what makes global investing so 
compelling.

Robbins:  The primary thing we’re all 
doing right now is looking at the 
individual companies in client portfolios 
to determine whether political policy 
changes would help or hurt. There’s so 
much uncertainty that you really can’t do 
this with much accuracy at this point. But 
one by-product is bound to be inflation, 
so that’s something we’re keeping in 
mind. Incidentally, a whole host of 
companies will benefit from inflation, 
most notably those in the financial and 
commodity sectors.

Fuss:  On the downside, inflation has 
already led to higher interest rates. It’s 
important to note that S&P 500 
corporations have more than $4 trillion 
worth of collective bond debt. Over the 
past 10 years, interest rate expense on 
this debt has come down an average of 
2.5 percentage points, which is very 
supportive for corporate earnings. 
While there is a lot of optimism among 
the people seated at this table, that 
could be a little headwind on earnings. 

Will, let’s dig in and get a sense of 
what specific holdings you are 
emphasizing in the portion of client 
portfolios you manage. 

Robbins:  In general, I like companies 
with attractive and rising returns on 
invested capital. Ideally, I want to 
purchase them at compelling valuations 
on depressed earnings. That’s a 
hard combination to find in today’s 
market. Having said that, I subscribe 
to the belief that longer-term rates 
will move higher. This should lead to 
expanded margins, higher revenues 
and better earnings for the financial 
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“I WANT TO FIND INVESTMENTS I CAN HOLD FOR 
20 YEARS, WHERE COMPANY MANAGEMENT HAS 
CONTROL OVER ITS DESTINY.”
CHERYL FRANK 
Equity Portfolio Manager



sector, which is already starting to 

play out. Specifically, I am interested 

in companies with rate exposures 

that don’t require compromising 

on credit. That has led me to some 

wholesale and trust banks, along with 

certain insurance brokers. Separately, 

I’m also interested in certain health 

care services companies, particularly 

those that help to control costs. 

Watson:  To follow on what Will just 

said, for the past couple of years I’ve 

been really impressed with progress in 

the pharmaceutical industry, but less 

enamored of valuations. Over the past 

12 months, this area has been under a 

lot of pressure and there have been 

pipeline disappointments. With the help 

of Capital Group analysts, we’ve worked 

to uncover situations where the clouds 

don’t seem as dark as investors fear, and 

I have been adding to both large and 

small drug companies lately.

What else is in your portfolio, Steve?

Watson:  There are two big aircraft 
manufacturers. One is based in the U.S., 
and the other in Europe. Here’s another 
case where global investing allows you 
to be selective: both are great 
companies, but the one in the U.S. is 
significantly more expensive than its 
European peer. As a value guy, guess 
which one I’m buying. 

Are you finding more opportunities 
outside the U.S. in general?

Watson:  I don’t construct the portfolio 
that way but, stepping back, I am buying 
more internationally, given valuations. 

Because Capital 
Group has 
analysts on the 
ground all over 
the world, we are 
often able to find 
interesting 
companies 
abroad that few 
others 

understand or even know about. 

Greg, what interests you?

Fuss:  The predominant themes in my 
portfolio go by different names but are 
close cousins: the Internet of Things, 
deep learning, artificial intelligence and 
virtual reality. I express this in the 
portfolio through everything from 
companies that make sensors and 
software to semiconductor 
manufacturers and certain Internet and 
cloud storage companies. Ultimately, 
we’re going to a world where efficiency 
is increased. This is a very long-term 
theme, and the clear winners have yet to 
emerge. But to the extent we get these 
companies right, they could be 
enormous opportunities over time.

Any other areas you like?

Fuss:  
Discretionary 
travel is 
becoming a 
huge global 
trend. Certainly, 
commercial 
aerospace is part 
of that, but I’ve 
also been increasing exposure to cruise 

lines. Longer term, we think the Chinese 
travel market is going to be very vibrant. 
In the past year, I’ve even been adding 
to a travel accessories company. 

Najah, Greg pointed out earlier that 
lower taxes in the U.S. should lead to 
more consumer spending. You cover 
European luxury goods. Do you share 
Greg’s optimism?

Najah Abouelafia:  Certainly, it will help 
U.S. retailers, but the big story is what’s 
happening in China. About 40% of 
luxury goods are purchased by Chinese 
consumers. Sales of luxury goods in 
China boomed from 2008 to 2012, with 
consumption growing at double digits 
every year. We then saw a slowdown in 
the wake of a big anticorruption 
campaign in which very expensive 
luxury goods were often used as 
political favors. The big growth now is 
among those in the middle class making 
around $30,000 a year. 

That doesn’t seem like a lot of income 
to be shopping at a luxury store.

“CAPITAL GROUP ANALYSTS HAVE THEIR EYE ON MANY 
INNOVATIVE COMPANIES THAT HAVE GONE OUT OF 
FAVOR AND ARE SELLING FOR MUCH LESS THAN THE 
MARKET OVERALL.”
GREG FUSS 
Equity Portfolio Manager

“CHINESE CONSUMERS AREN’T LOOKING FOR $10,000 
HANDBAGS. THEY WANT $200 TIES OR WALLETS WITH THE 
LUXURY BRAND LOGO AS A STATUS SYMBOL.”
NAJAH ABOUELAFIA  
Capital Group Equity Analyst
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Abouelafia:  Here’s what’s interesting: 
Chinese consumers aren’t looking for 
$10,000 handbags. They want $200 ties 
or wallets with the luxury brand logo as 
a status symbol. These smaller-ticket 
items are highly profitable for luxury 
goods makers. When you produce 
cheaper items in large quantities, the 
margins are much bigger. 

Cheryl, tell us what you’re focused on.

Frank:  I want to find investments I can 
hold for 20 years, where company 
management has control over its 
destiny. That visibility comes from long 
asset lives, good brands and market 
penetration opportunities. I also like 
orphan stocks that fall between the 
cracks and can be bought for attractive 
valuations. 

You’ve covered health care as an 
analyst for many years. President 
Trump has vowed to repeal and 
replace Obamacare. How might that 
impact the sector?

Frank:  The process will be messy and 
take some time. The insurance 
companies have not made any money 
from the individual plans offered on the 
Obamacare exchanges, so they have 
little to lose if the Affordable Care Act 
goes away. The biggest beneficiaries 
have been hospitals and private 
Medicaid operators. Long-term we are 
likely to see more private market 
involvement in Medicare, which is good 
for Medicare Advantage providers. And 
while Trump has made comments about 
pharmaceutical pricing, it’s unlikely we’ll 
see any action on that front until health 
care affordability becomes more of a 
crisis again, which is probably three to 
four years away. So for now, I think it will 
be business as usual for most of the 
drug companies.

Gerald, you’re next.

Du Manoir:  A lot of Japanese 
companies pay dividends now, and 
interest rates in Japan are very low. The 
Japanese stock market tends to be 
based on earnings today as opposed to 
what they may be in the future. The 
lesson is that earnings forecasts are 
based on a yen that has gone down a 
lot. If we see a global industrial 
recovery, which the Japanese market is 
very exposed to, some of these 

companies could do extremely well. 
They are also not well covered, so that’s 
of interest. In addition, I find certain 
insurance stocks to be attractive and I 
continue to be a great fan of the 
industries Cheryl alluded to, particularly 
those with life-changing technologies. 

Jan, you oversee the research 
portfolio. Are there any other themes 
on your radar?

Inscho:  I get to hear investment ideas 
from all of the analysts around the world 
and, as Gerald mentioned, Japanese 
companies are becoming more 
prominent. In addition to valuation, 
Japanese companies have really 
improved corporate governance. Many 
have massive cash on their balance 
sheets and have increased both 
dividends and buybacks. As Greg 
noted, there is also a lot of interest in 
the whole area of travel and tourism. 
This is expressed throughout client 
portfolios in many different ways. For 
instance, we hold a company that owns 
and operates airports in Australia, as 
one unique example. Around 75% of 

inbound passengers come from other 
countries. This company collects 
revenue on shopping, food and landing 
fees, all of which are increasing due to 
these trends.

Greg, what will you be watching most 
closely as we move into 2017?

Fuss:  Interest rates and policy mistakes. 
If interest rates get too high, it may 
choke off what otherwise could be some 
really nice earnings gains. Policy 
mistakes could be fiscal or political. One 
or both might jeopardize the rapid 
growth rate the markets seem to be 
anticipating. But what I’m most excited 
about is the flip side of that. If you look 
at the types of stocks that have done 
well in recent months, it’s largely been 
financial, commodities and lower-quality 
companies. These stocks traditionally 
do well early in a cycle. If that signal is 
right, we are about to enter a period of 
more rapidly expanding GDP both in 
the U.S. and around the world. That 
should be a pretty good environment 
for equities. g
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LONDON 

Scores of high-end restaurants have 
sprouted in London in recent years, but 
River Café in Hammersmith remains one 
of the best. Chef Ruth Rogers co-founded 
the restaurant in 1987 as a small eatery 
for the staff of her husband’s architectural 
firm. Today it serves up rustic Italian fare 
in a light-filled dining room perched on 
the bank of the Thames. Other standouts 
include Scott’s, a Mayfair seafood 
restaurant featuring an oyster bar whose 
roots date to 1853; The Ledbury in 
Notting Hill, which has two Michelin stars; 
and The Palomar near Leicester Square, 
which offers the fare of modern-day 
Jerusalem.

For culture enthusiasts, the Royal Opera 
House and Royal Festival Hall are 
standouts. On a smaller scale, Wigmore 
Hall is wonderful for piano recitals and 
chamber music. Jazz aficionados will enjoy 
Ronnie Scott’s, which began in 1959 as 
a basement club in the West End before 
moving to the refurbished space in Soho 
where it sits today. For more-offbeat music, 
try Café Oto in Dalston.

London is well known as an epicenter 
of theater, topped by the resplendent 
National and West End theaters. For a 
more intimate setting, try the 180-seat 
Menier Chocolate Factory in Southwark, 
but book early because popular 
productions sell out quickly. For the visual 
arts, the National Portrait Gallery is 
wonderful for British history and culture. 
Also check out the Queen’s Gallery 
at Buckingham Palace, the Courtauld 
Institute of Art and the eclectic Sir John 
Soane’s Museum, which houses work 
by the 19th-century architect and others. 
Finally, Somerset House, a contemporary 
arts center, offers a winter ice-skating rink 
and after-hours DJs in its sizable outdoor 
courtyard.

If you’re planning a vacation this winter, chances are London, 
Paris, Hong Kong or Sydney may be on your itinerary. Given that 
numerous surveys place these among the top travel spots for 2017, 
deciding where to go may be the easy part. Choosing what to see 
and do once you get there may not be as simple. These cities are 
packed with so many notable restaurants, museums and activities 
that it can be hard to narrow your choices to the relative handful 
that are truly worthy of your time. So we asked members of Capital 
Group’s global investment team, who either live in these locales or 
visit them frequently, to recommend some of their favorite spots.

WINTER 2017    GLOBAL PURSUITS
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HONG KONG 

Any culinary journey to Hong Kong 
should feature a big helping of dim 
sum. Some of the better possibilities 
include Luk Yu, one of the city’s 
oldest and most famous teahouses; 
Lung King Heen, a Michelin three-
star restaurant at the Four Seasons 
Hotel; and Tim’s Kitchen, which 
has additional outposts in Shanghai 
and Macau. For an alternative to 
Asian cuisine, 8½ Otto e Mezzo 
Bombana is a tasty Italian restaurant, 
while AnOther Place by David 
Myers offers French-Asian fusion 
and a speakeasy dining room. For a 
quick break, catch afternoon tea in 
the lobby of the Peninsula hotel.

As for the sights, the Maritime, 
History and Heritage museums are 
all worth a visit, as is the Flagstaff 
House Museum of Tea Ware in Hong 
Kong Park. There’s excellent hiking at 
Dragon’s Back trail, swimming at Big 
Wave Bay Beach and wakeboarding 
in Tai Tam Harbor. The Star Ferry, 
which carries passengers between 
Hong Kong Island and Kowloon, 
offers stunning harbor views. Hong 
Kong has a variety of street markets 
and shopping districts, including 
Stanley Market, Ladies’ Market and 
Temple Street Night Market. And 
many visitors to Hong Kong wouldn’t 
leave without ordering a suit from 
Carlson Lum of New Century Tailor.

Though popular among tourists, the 
Peak — the highest point on Hong 
Kong Island — is worth the effort for 
its breathtaking views. Most visitors 
ride the tram, which affords great 
views. Here’s a tip to circumvent the 
heaviest crowds: Rather than wait in 
the long morning tram line, take a taxi 
to the top and ride the tram down 
before it gets crowded at day’s end.

PARIS 

Though easy to overlook amid its many 
culinary offerings, the City of Light 
boasts a number of top-notch seafood 
restaurants. An excellent choice is 
Helen, which offers a range of carefully 
prepared dishes in an elegant setting. 
Another option is Gaya Rive Gauche, 
run by renowned avant-garde chef 
Pierre Gagnaire. For history or literature 
buffs, there’s Brasserie Lipp. The 
136-year-old restaurant has long been 
popular among artists and writers — 
Ernest Hemingway was a regular — and 
even gives out its own literary award 
each year.

The American writer’s influence 
extends to the newly renovated Bar 
Hemingway at the Ritz hotel, one of 
the city’s better-known watering holes. 
After closing for a major renovation, 
the bar reopened in 2016 with a new 
concoction — the “clean dirty martini.” 
The recipe is closely guarded for fear of 
imitators, but a signature element is an 
oversize ice cube made of olive juice.

Beyond food and drink, part of the 
appeal of Paris lies in its walkability. 
Travelers who venture slightly beyond 
the tourist-filled city center will find any 
number of charming and considerably 
less congested neighborhoods on the 
edges of Paris. For a pleasant stroll, 
head west from Place de l’Alma toward 
Bois de Boulogne, a lake-filled park 
more than double the size of New 
York’s Central Park. This hour-long jaunt 
provides a sampling of neighborhoods 
teeming with authentic bistros and 
patisseries.

SYDNEY 

Any trip to this city naturally begins with a 
plentiful helping of Sydney Harbor and 
its famous opera house. After that, go to 
Oxford Street in Paddington, which is 
filled with trendy fashion and home décor 
boutiques. The street bubbles with activity 
on Saturdays when dozens of street 
vendors set up stalls. For lunch, head 
west toward Bondi Beach where Bondi 
Icebergs Club offers a spectacular view 
of the water. (Though this is a members-
only club for locals, visitors from outside 
Sydney are welcome.) Afterward, stroll 
southward along the walkway toward 
Coogee Beach.

Other lunch options include Beppi’s, an 
Italian restaurant. Or take a ferry from 
Circular Quay to Watsons Bay, an old 
fishing village overlooking Sydney Harbor. 
Doyles on the Beach offers a range of 
seafood — its fish and chips is especially 
good — and excellent people-watching.

Among the dinner possibilities is Pilu at 
Freshwater, which serves contemporary 
Italian cuisine with magnificent beach 
views. Sixpenny, which has only 35 seats, 
has a backyard vegetable garden and 
a fixed-price tasting menu. Meanwhile, 
Nomad serves Mediterranean-inspired 
fare and Australian seasonal produce in a 
warehouse setting. g
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One of the most successful books 
in recent years, Marie Kondo’s Life-
Changing Magic of Tidying Up, implores 
us to declutter our lives. It sounds 
like you are recommending the polar 
opposite.

Actually, Kondo says that organizational 
systems don’t work, and I agree with 
her. The idea of putting everything in its 
correct place works great when you’re 
talking about something like your kitchen. 
But it doesn’t carry over into your work or 
even your e-mail inbox. 

Why is that? In fact, many experts 
advise carefully organizing your e-mails.

You should manage your e-mail so it 
doesn’t get overwhelming. But that just 
requires making quick decisions and 
deleting what you don’t need. It doesn’t 
involve creating lots of folders. The issue 
is something called premature filing. 
Often you don’t know where e-mails 
truly belong or which folder is most 
appropriate. So what happens is you file 
the e-mail and then when you want to find 
it months down the line, you can’t. Or you 
wind up with duplicate folders. Research 
shows that people who let e-mails and 
documents accumulate actually throw 
away a lot more stuff, and they understand 
what they keep. Superficially, they seem 
like messier people, but they are often 
better organized and use information 
more appropriately.

You’ve just made all our readers with 
piles of paper on their desks feel 
much smarter.

There’s a very long history of people 
beating themselves up over this. 
Benjamin Franklin, one of America’s 
founding fathers, was constantly trying to 
improve himself. He kept resolving to get 
organized, but never did. When he wrote 
his autobiography at the end of his life, 
he was still blaming himself for not being 
better at that. In reality, he had nothing to 
feel guilty about for being messy. I mean, 
look at all he accomplished!

How did you initially stumble across the 
effectiveness of messiness?

I started out by exploring why we as a 
society always try to organize everything 
into silos. The more I got interested in 
things like free play for children, the 
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If you think that living an orderly life — with everything in its proper 
place — leads to better outcomes, Tim Harford begs to differ. The 
award-winning journalist and economist says embracing a bit more 
chaos and unexpected connections could make for a much more 
interesting year ahead.

Tim’s latest book, Messy: The Power of Disorder to Transform Our 
Lives, draws upon extensive research to explain why such valued 
human qualities as creativity and resilience actually thrive when 
subjected to disarray.

In this interview, he demonstrates the value of injecting a bit more 
messiness into your everyday routine, and reveals the importance 
of making new friends in 2017. 



power of improvisation as a military 
weapon and creative tool, and so on, the 
book expanded in a very messy way.

You write that messiness is often a 
major inspiration for creativity. How so?

I start my book with the story of Keith 
Jarrett, an amazing jazz pianist. He 
created his greatest and most popular 
work after being forced to improvise 
on a very bad piano at a concert. Being 
thrust into messy situations like this often 
leads to better outcomes. Think of a time 
you were forced to take a different route 
because of traffic and determined there 
was a better way to get where you were 
going in the process. Messy situations 
force you to explore new possibilities. 
They induce a random shock that makes 
you pay attention. They force your brain 
to write down everything and create rich 
memories. You’re no longer stuck in your 
comfort zone and getting bored because 
everything’s so easy.

To that end, you encourage readers to 
stop hanging out with people who are 
just like themselves.

It’s well known among social scientists that 
we like to hire and be around similar 
people. But when you actively seek out 
those who are different, it’s very 
stimulating and helps you to more 
effectively solve problems. One of my 
favorite studies was conducted by 
psychologist Katherine Phillips. She asked 
several groups of four people to solve a 
murder mystery using various witness 
statements. What she found was that 
groups of friends were often unable to 
solve the problem. Adding in one 
stranger considerably increased the odds 
of correctly identifying the murderer. 
When she interviewed participants after 
the fact, she found that the group of all 
friends thought they had done a better 
job because they were less anxious. But 
feeling messy by inserting an outsider led 
to a better result.

You touched on the importance of 
improvising. Why is that so effective?

There are two types of improvisation I 
talk about: creativity and competition. 
In a creative situation, it’s about making 
mistakes, paying attention and getting 
stimulus from others in unpredictable 
ways. When you’re improvising, you’re 

very much in the moment and mindful of 
the person you’re talking to or working 
with. I was moved by the way Martin 
Luther King’s improvised style emerged 
over the years. As a young man, he 
meticulously prepared his speeches, and 
they were good. But it was only after he 
got swept up by the civil rights movement 
and began improvising under impossible 
pressure that his speeches became 
amazing. In fact, half of the “I Have a 
Dream” speech was improvised, and that’s 

the part we all remember. In terms of 
competition, Jeff Bezos of Amazon quite 
deliberately made moves that he felt the 
company wasn’t capable of delivering on 
since they were such a stretch. His strategy 
was to force Barnes & Noble to stretch 
even further trying to keep up, knowing it 
would struggle even more. Along the way, 
Amazon kept changing the game, testing 
new offers and incorporating additional 
items. It felt chaotic at Amazon, but it 
drove the competition crazy and enabled 
the company to come out a winner.

Indeed, you suggest that Donald 
Trump’s messy campaign is the reason 
he is now president.

Trump was a master at improvising and 
getting under the skin of his competitors. 
They squirmed under pressure, and he 
came out victorious. 

Technology has taken over many 
of the things we do. You make an 
observation that the better automation 
becomes, the more painful and 
complicated any failures resulting 
from such overreliance are.

The reason is that when machines fail 
and humans are asked to take over, they 
are often out of practice and unable to 
properly course-correct. That’s what 
happened in the case of Air France Flight 
447 in 2009. The pilots flew a perfectly 
good plane into the Atlantic Ocean, killing 
themselves and everybody on board. 
They were so overreliant on the autopilot 
system that when it shut down suddenly 
they made a lot of bad decisions and 
weren’t equipped to react appropriately. 
I argue that we should rethink the whole 
autopilot model. Consider the self-driving 
car, in which humans are supposed to 
take over in the event of a failure. Imagine 
you are behind the wheel, reading the 
paper and sipping your coffee, when the 
autopilot disengages. You look up and 
there’s a truck coming toward you. At 
that point, it’s probably too late. A better 
solution, in my view, is to have humans 
drive the car, supervised by the autopilot 
which then takes over only if there’s a 
problem. 

If someone is naturally tidy, how should 
they go about inserting a bit more 
messiness into their lives?

I’d say there’s room for all of us to have a 
bit more random disruption and chaos in 
our lives. If you don’t want it on your desk 
or in your kitchen, find other places for it 
to go. Perhaps you can start by making a 
list of six interesting things to do over the 
weekend that are a bit edgy or unfamiliar. 
Then make a resolution to have lunch 
with someone unfamiliar every month. 
Turn off the autopilot in your life, and 
fly on manual a bit more. You might be 
pleasantly surprised by what happens! g
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“I’D SAY THERE’S 
ROOM FOR ALL OF 
US TO HAVE A BIT 
MORE RANDOM 
DISRUPTION AND 
CHAOS IN OUR 
LIVES.” 
 
TIM HARFORD



Sources: IRS News Release IR-2015-119, IRS Rev. Proc. 2015-53, IRS Publication 509,IRS Publication 590-A and 590-B, IRS Publication 560, IRS Special Edition Tax Tip 2015-21, IRS Form 8606, www.irs.gov
The information on this page is for informational purposes only and is not intended to provide or should not be relied upon for legal, tax, accounting or investment advice. Please consult a qualified 
tax advisor regarding your specific circumstances. Factual information has been taken from sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy, completeness or interpretation cannot be guaranteed. 
Information is current as of January 1, 2017, and is subject to change without notice. © 2017 Capital Group Private Client Services. All rights reserved.

TRUSTS, ESTATE AND GIFT TAX

Estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer tax exclusion $5,490,000
Annual gift exclusion $14,000
Top federal estate, gift and generation-skipping transfer tax rates 40%

RETIREMENT PLAN LIMITS

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLAN

Maximum elective deferral: 401(k), 403(b), Roth 401(k) $18,000
Catch-up contribution for 401(k) and 403(b) (50 years of age or older) $6,000
Total maximum annual addition to defined contribution plan $54,000
Maximum elective deferral: SIMPLE 401(k) or SIMPLE IRA $12,500
Catch-up contribution for SIMPLE plans (50 years of age or older) $3,000

Limit on annual contribution to a SEP (or 25% of compensation) $54,000
Maximum annual compensation considered $270,000
DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN

Annual benefit limit under plan $215,000

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNT CONTRIBUTION LIMITS

Traditional and Roth IRA $5,500
Catch-up (50 years of age and older) $1,000

TAX ON LONG-TERM CAPITAL GAINS AND QUALIFIED DIVIDENDS

Taxable income below 25% bracket 0%
Taxable income in 25% to 35% brackets 15%
Taxable income in 39.6% bracket 20%
Capital gains on collectibles and qualified small business stock (not excluded) 28%
Capital gains on unrecaptured section 1250 gains 25%

3.8% MEDICARE SURTAX (applied to the lesser of net investment income or excess over MAGI1)

Single $200,000
Married filing jointly $250,000
Married filing separately $125,000
Net Investment Income:

• Such as: interest, dividends, non-qualified annuity income, passive business income and rent
• Capital gains: portfolio investments, taxable gain from sale of primary residence

3.8% Medicare surtax for trusts (lesser of):
• Undistributed net investment income for tax year
• Excess of AGI (adjusted gross income) above $12,500

1MAGI (modified adjusted gross income) for the purposes of Medicare surtax: adjusted gross income increased by the net foreign 
earned income exclusion under Code Section 911(a)(1) and 911(d)(6).

IMPORTANT 2017 TAX PLANNING DATES 

JANUARY 17
•   Fourth installment of 2016 tax due

 
MARCH 15

• Partnership tax returns due
• Partnership extension requests due

 
APRIL 18

• Individual income tax returns due
• Individual extension requests due
• Corporate tax returns due (for calendar year taxation)
• Gift tax returns due
• Deadline to make 2016 IRA contributions
• First installment of 2017 estimated tax due (individuals)

 
MAY 15

• Deadline for non-profit organizations to file information 
 returns (if close of tax year is December 31)

 
JUNE 15

• Second installment of 2017 tax due (individuals)
• Individual income tax return due for U.S. citizens living and  
 working abroad (with automatic extension)

 
SEPTEMBER 15 

• Third installment of 2017 estimated tax due (individuals)
• Deadline for corporate calendar year tax returns 
 (with extension)
• Deadline for partnership tax returns (with extension)
• Deadline for SEP contributions (with extension) if  
 partnership

 
OCTOBER 16

• Deadline for individual tax returns (with extension)
• Last day to re-characterize a 2017 Roth IRA conversion

 
DECEMBER 31 

• Deadlines for current year gifts and Roth IRA conversions
• Last day to take required minimum distribution (RMD) if not  
 the first RMD. The first payment can be delayed until April 1  
 following the year you turn 70½.

RATES SINGLE MARRIED FILING JOINTLY HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD MARRIED FILING SEPARATELY ESTATES AND TRUSTS

10% $0 – $9,325 $0 – $18,650 $0 – $13,350 $0 – $9,325 —

15% $9,326 – $37,950 $18,651 – $75,900 $13,351 – $50,800 $9,326 – $37,950 $0 – $2,550

25% $37,951 – $91,900 $75,901 – $153,100 $50,801 – $131,200 $37,951 – $76,550 $2,551 – $6,000

28% $91,901 – $191,650 $153,101 – $233,350 $131,201 – $212,500 $76,551 – $116,675 $6,001 – $9,150

33% $191,651 – $416,700 $233,351 – $416,700 $212,501 – $416,700 $116,676 – $208,350 $9,151 – $12,500

35% $416,701 – $418,400 $416,701 – $470,700 $416,701 – $444,550 $208,351 – $235,350 —

39.6% $418,401+ $470,701+ $444,551+ $235,351+ $12,501+

President Trump has said getting tax reform passed this year is among his top priorities. As a result, much of the information below may change, 
depending on what legislation gets passed. But as we go to press, here are the key numbers and dates to keep in mind for 2017:
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CLOSING SHOT

   Mermaids and families at 
the Coogee Beach Festival in 
Australia. For more hidden 
gems in the land down under, 
see the article on page 16.
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